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Division of Psychology, Gerontology, & Communication Studies

To:

Danielle DeLong, Coordinator, Age-Friendly Communities
Ardent Solutions
Wellsville, NY 14895

From: Danielle Gagne, Ph.D., Professor, Department Chair
Division of Psychology, Gerontology, and Communication Studies
Alfred University
Alfred, NY 14802

Dear Danielle,
I respectfully submit my analysis of the Community Assessment Survey results for your review
and consideration. The data echoes sentiments expressed in many previous conversations,
and will hopefully drive our strategical plan for the upcoming years. I welcome feedback and
suggestions, and look forward to future discussions.
Sincerely,

Danielle D. Gagne, Ph.D.
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SUMMARY
A survey was created and distributed the by members of The Allegany County Age-Friendly
Community Committee from February to May, 2021. The survey Members of the committee
disseminated copies of the survey through mail, in-person, or provided information for on-line access
to individuals aged 50 and older. Respondents were offered an opportunity to enter into a drawing for
one of three prizes as an incentive to return the completed survey.
Overall, 505 surveys were analyzed. The demographic data indicates that our sample is
representative of the larger population of Allegany County in terms of Race, Education, housing
status, and computer/internet access
(https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/alleganycountynewyork#).
Major themes emerged regarding the difficulties typically associated with rural living: limited access to
or limited choice of services (e.g., medical providers, grocery stores), limited access to public
transportation, weather-related challenges to mobility, increasing costs vs. limited income, and
concern over the ability to age independently in the future. Although there are several agencies who
provide valuable programs, many were limited due to the pandemic, and individuals noted the lack of
social programming, limited opportunities to interact, and lack of appropriate space for social
gatherings.
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METHODS
Materials
Members of the Allegany County Age-Friendly Community Committee created a 55-item
survey, which addressed questions related to eight major categories: outdoor spaces and
buildings, transportation, respect and social inclusion, housing, personal and household health,
civic participation or employment, communication and information, and health care and
services. The questions provided a combination of questions, some with pre-determined
categorical answers and some that allowed open-ended responses.
Procedure
This survey was distributed to residents of Allegany County ages 50 or older as part of the new
Age-Friendly Allegany County initiative. Various agencies and individuals throughout Allegany
County distributed copies of the survey; residents could fill out the paper version and return it
to a representative, fax it to 585-593-5217, or send it through the mail to Age-Friendly Allegany
County in care of Ardent solutions, located in Wellsville, NY. Residents also had the option to
complete an online version of the survey through Survey Monkey, a password protected online
survey software. The survey was open from February 22, 2021 to May 31, 2021. Participants
completed the survey on their own time and submitted it via mail, fax, in-person, or online
when finished. Those who completed the survey were eligible to enter into a drawing for one of
three prizes: 1) a 24" Samsung LED television with wall mount kit, 2) a $50 VISA gift card, 3)
or a $25 AMAZON gift card.
Participants were assured of confidentiality. Only the program coordinator (Danielle DeLong)
had access to all data, which was kept in a password-protected computer file. All data was
anonymized by Danielle DeLong before being sent to and analyzed by Dr. Gagne. All data was
aggregated. As participants often skipped or did not answer some of the questions, the results
are reported as percentages of the submitted responses for each question. Where appropriate,
means and standard deviations are reported unless otherwise noted.

Results:
There are 266 paper and 239 online entries, yielding a total sample of 505 participants from
Allegany County in Western New York. The majority of the respondents (29%) identified as
living in Wellsville. Although attempts were made to reach residents from the entire county,
there were no respondents from Amity, Birdsall, Burns, Granger, Grove, New Hudson, Ward,
Willing, or Wirt. We did receive responses from one individual from each of the following:
Hunt, Dansville, Portville, Arkport, and Farmersville Station. As they only comprised 1.6% of
the sample and the area of residence was similar to surrounding areas, their data was included
in the analyses.
The majority of the respondents (71.8%) were aged 65 and older, identified as female (65.7%),
and Caucasian (90.5%). Approximately three quarters of the respondents have lived in
Allegany County for more than 25 years. English is the most common language spoken the
home. The education levels of the sample are bimodal; 22.5% earning a high school diploma
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or equivalent, and 21.9% of the sample reported earning a graduate or professional degree,
and the rest are scattered between various levels of post-high school education and training.
Veterans comprised 13% of the sample. Overall, 80% of the sample reported their health to
be Good or Excellent.
The results are presented as graphs or tables of data in response to each question asked on
the survey. Some of the questions from the end of the survey (questions 51-55) were moved to
the Introduction Section, as they addressed demographic information. The rest of the results
are presented in order. In the case of open-ended questions, qualitative analysis was
performed where appropriate to identify themes or categories of responses. Otherwise,
responses were copied verbatim from individual surveys and reported in a table.
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INTRODUCTION
1. How long have you lived in Allegany County?
5.1%
9.1%

8.5%

< 5 years
5-15 years
16-25 years

9.5%

26-35 years
35+ years

67.1%

2. What is your age as of your last birthday?
Average Age: 70.87 years (SD = 10.72 years)
Age Range: 50 years to 97 years

Young Old (Aged 50 - 64)

28.2%

Old (Aged 65-84)

Oldest Old (Age 85+)

61.8%

10%
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What is your gender?

What is your gender?
9.76%
24.59%

Male
Female

No answer

65.65%

What is your race?
What is your race?
No Answer

7.45%

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander

0.00%

American Indian or Alaska Native

0.83%

Asian or Asian American

0.41%

Hispanic or Latino

0.41%

White or Caucasion
Black or African American

90.48%
0.41%
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00
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Are you a veteran?

Are you a veteran?
12.98%

Yes
No

87.02%

What is the main language spoken in your home?
99.5% of respondents indicated English as the primary language

What is your highest level of education?

What is your highest level of education?
No Answer

10.38%

Graduate or professional degree

21.85%

Post-graduate study (no degree)

7.06%

4-year college degree

11.70%

2-year college degree

12.58%

Post high school education/training (no…

10.38%

High school graduate, GED or equivalent

22.52%

K-12 grade (no diploma)

3.53%
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00
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3. What is the Zip code where you live?

No response

1.2%

Swain

0.2%

Richburg

0.2%

Hunt

0.2%

Hume

0.2%

Freedom

0.2%

Dansville

0.2%

Centerville

0.2%

West Clarksville

0.4%

Portville

0.4%

Little Genesee

0.4%

Arkport

0.4%

Farmersville Station

0.4%

Black Creek

0.6%

Alma

0.8%

Allentown

1.2%

Caneadea

1.4%

Almond

1.4%

Rushford

1.6%

Canaserega

1.8%

Whitesville

2.2%

Houghton

3.2%

Belfast

3.4%

Friendship

4.0%

Angelica

4.0%

Scio

4.2%

Boliver

4.6%

Andover

5.3%

Fillmore

5.9%

Alfred & Alfred Station

5.9%

Cuba

7.1%

Belmont

8.1%

Wellsville

28.9%

0

10

20

30

40

50
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IN GENERAL
4. How would you rate Allegany County as a place for people to live as they age?

How would you rate Allegany County as a place for people
to live as they age?
3%

10%

18%
Excellent
Very Good

Good

33%

Fair
Poor

36%

5. How likely do you think it is that you will want or need the following services in the next
five years?

Very
Likely

Likely

Not Likely

I am
already
utilizing
these
services

Home modifications

11.65%

30.30%

54.87%

3.18%

Wellness/fitness classes

16.39%

37.14%

40.87%

5.60%

Housekeeping or groundskeeping

14.17%

29.17%

49.17%

7.50%

Caregiver Support

5.70%

23.42%

68.78%

2.11%

Safety or wellness checks

7.10%

25.05%

64.51%

3.34%

Personal care at home

4.19%

16.77%

77.36%

1.68%

Home delivered meals

3.76%

19.42%

73.70%

3.13%

Volunteer driver services

6.67%

17.50%

74.58%

1.25%

End of life planning services

5.51%

16.53%

72.4%

5.51%

Financial assistance to obtain
groceries

3.98%

9.01%

82.81%

4.19%
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OUTDOOR SPACES AND BUILDINGS
6. How safe do you feel using pedestrian crosswalks in your community?
How safe do you feel using pedestrian crosswalks in your community?
Very Safe

19.11%

Safe

49.26%

Safe, Needs Imp't

25.05%

Not safe

6.58%
0.00

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

7. How would you rate the sidewalks in your community for all pedestrians to utilize,
including those in wheelchairs, using walkers, or canes?
How would you rate the sidewalks in your community for all pedestrians
to utilize, including those in wheelchairs, using walkers, or canes?
Very Safe

4.26%

Safe

26.60%

Safe, Needs Imp't

49.57%

Not safe

19.57%
0.00

20.00

40.00

60.00

80.00

100.00
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8. How would you rate your community on having enough benches for resting in public
areas like parks, along sidewalks, and outside public buildings?
How would you rate your community on having enough benches for
resting in public areas like parks, along sidewalks, and outside public
buildings?
Excellent

3.99%

Very Good

15.96%

Good

38.83%

Fair

41.22%

Poor

24.73%
0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00

50.00

9. Do your local parks have up-to-date equipment and community areas?
Do your local parks have up-to-date equipment and community areas?
Yes

31.50%

No

19.03%

Unsure

49.47%
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

100.00

10. Would you utilize outdoor workout equipment specifically for adults of all ability levels if it
was available at your local park?
Would you utilize outdoor workout equipment specifically for adults of all
ability levels if it was available at your local park?

Yes

40.34%

No

59.66%

0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

100.00
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11. How would you rate the public buildings in your community on being accessible to all
ability levels?
How would you rate the public buildings in your community on being
accessible to all ability levels?
Good

41.93%

Fair

29.60%

Needs Imp't

28.48%
0.00

5.00

10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

12. Please provide any additional input on outdoor spaces and buildings
120 responses were grouped into the following categories.
Percentages may not add to 100%; participants were allowed to check more than one box, so
some responses were filtered into multiple categories.
8.15%

Improved recreation
Adding badminton or basketball courts; adding walking/hiking trails.

20.74% Handicap Access
Several responses noted that public buildings (e.g., Post Office) or frequentlyused businesses (e.g., Pharmacy) were not handicap accessible (steps only)
OR access points were poorly located. Need for automatic doors for
wheelchair access, additional ramps, and wider doorways to allow for
wheelchairs and walkers.
0.74% Poor signage
Confusing signage for County Office building
13.33% Comfort: Bathrooms, Benches
Several responses noted that there were no public bathrooms in
village/downtown areas or in public buildings OR no handicap accessible
facilities in historic buildings. Several noted need for benches or rest stops.
2.96%

Comfort: Environment
Responses noted need for shaded areas to rest, especially at parks and
playgrounds.
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14.81% Safety Concerns: Sidewalks
Many cited uneven or poorly maintained sidewalks as reasons for not using
outdoor spaces, as they present trip/fall hazards for walkers and are difficult to
negotiate with wheelchair or walkers. Some areas do not have sidewalks, and
residents are reluctant to walk on roadways.
8.15%

Safety Concerns: Weather
Snow and ice removal is a problem for many communities. Poor shoveling in
winter leads to too-small paths on sidewalks, icy terrain. Snowmounds make it
impossible to get from car to sidewalk in winter, especially for passengers, and
require individuals to walk on snowy/icy roadways to get to sidewalks.

8.89%

Transportation/Utilization Concerns
Responses included lack of bus enclosures to shield from weather and
inadequate bussing. Little to no parking near offices or public buildings. The
new parking meters (i.e., Alfred) require technology and credit card to use.
Some building doors are too heavy to open. Few to no locations to plug in
electric scooters.
Cars drive too fast in village, creating fear of crossing street due to motorists’
disregard for crosswalk signs.

13.33% Lack of things
Many felt the question did not apply or they did not engage in outdoor activity
because they were too rural (and did not have access or inclination), did not
have parks or playgrounds nearby, had few public buildings in their town, had
no sidewalk or way of getting into town.
6.67%

Need for facilities
Responses indicated need for public parks, playgrounds, etc., need for senior
centers or meeting places, senior-only living spaces, and things to do. Some
cited abandoned buildings or poorly used buildings that could (should) be
repurposed instead of going to waste.
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TRANSPORTATION
13. What is your ability level for personal mobility?

What is your ability level for personal mobility?
I can walk w/ no added supports

81.49%

I use an assistive device (e.g., walker)

14.47%

I use a wheelchair

0.64%

I use a motorized scooter

0.43%

I need full assistance from sitting to standing

0.00%

Other

2.98%
0.00

20.00

40.00

60.00

80.00

100.00

14. How do you usually get around your community for things like shopping, visiting the
doctor, running errands, or other things? Do you:

Yes

No

Sometimes

Walk

38.38%

39.69%

21.93%

Drive yourself

85.50%

9.17%

5.33%

Have others drive you

19.51%

61.52%

18.97%

Utilize the Office for the Aging
volunteer driver program

3.74%

92.51%

3.74%

Take a taxi

2.18%

97.28%

0.54%

Use a special transportation service

2.41%

95.98%

1.61%

Use Access Allegany public transportation

3.73%

91.73%

4.53%

Ride a Bike

10.22%

82.26%

7.53%



Other:
Have family members complete
errands
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15. What factors affect your ability to travel in your community and throughout Allegany
County? (check all that apply)
NOTE: This question was difficult to analyze. Option below should have read “I have NO
difficulties traveling throughout the county.”
I recorded all the original responses. Then I analyzed “other” category separately.








70 of the responses in “other” indicated “NA” or” No issues;” those were added to the “Not
applicable/ I have difficulties traveling throughout the county” category.
5 of the responses in “other” related to public transportation and grouped with those
responses in the “availability of public transportation” category.
2 responses in the “other” addressed physical limitations and placed in the “I have physical
limitations…” category
5 in the “other” category addressed cost issues and were grouped with the “I cannot afford
transportation costs” category.
Therefore, percentages reported below reflect the aggregation of responses – those
reported in each category and those reported in other that should have been in a given
category.
The remaining responses in “other” were grouped thematically and percentages reported.
18.28% Availability of public transportation
5.22% I have physical limitations and there is no accessible means of
transportation available in Allegany County
9.40% I no longer have a driver’s license/I do not drive
5.74% I cannot afford transportation costs
2.35% I have no one to drive me
49.35% Not applicable/I have difficulties traveling throughout the county
9.66% Other (please specify)
 24.3% - Weather (snow, rain, etc)
 24.32% - Physical limitations (can’t drive at night; Parkinson’s
Disease; recent surgery; short/local trips only)
 8.11% - Infrastructure limitations (roads are too bumpy and
jarring; poor road conditions; bridge in disrepair)
 32.43% - Dependent on friends or family provide transport
 5.41% - Fear of COVID-19
 5.41% - Do not want or need to travel (need provided my mail
order or family)
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16. Additional Input
Analysis of qualitative responses echoes previous quantitative data. Responses were copied
verbatim and grouped thematically. Each bullet point represents one comment. Some comments
addressed more than one element, and were separated to reflect multiple concerns.


Lack of adequate, timely public transportation
o Additional transportation is needed for the elderly.
o Transportation is limited in routes and in scheduling and it is not cheap. When
needing to go to a different town it is awful especially in winter.
o If there were an easily accessibly mode of transportation I would take it perhaps. I
tried to catch one of the buses once - It didn't work out perhaps things have
improved
o Even if I wanted to take the public transport to work, there's not one to take me
home.
o Bus stops near post office. People stand in post office to stay warm. Not a big
building under these conditions (covid)
o Need more stops on routes
o If you are unable to drive, getting to Dr, hairdresser, groceries, pharmacy, etc is
nonexistant. Bus routes are not user friendly alternatives because there is still
walking involved
o Public transportation would be helpful for some but I don’t currently need it.
o Many have no transportation & cannot afford paying individuals. NEED PUBLIC
BUS THAT SCHEDULES, FREQUENT & MEANINGFUL STOP POINTS:
pharmacy, grocers, Noyes, St. James Hosp, once or twice wkly.
o If you don't have a car and something isn't within walking distance, you are stuck
with public transportation, if available, which is slow.
o Transportation should be available for all not just some.
o It's best to have more transportation as soon as we get out of the community
o Public transport is not adequate
o Ride to rochester/buffalo are needed
o Increase the frequency of buses
o Too long betweek drop off and pickup of the bus. At Andover doctors office drop off
in AM pick after 4:30.
o Is there transportation available if I needed to go to the hospital for surgery or have
an emergency? Not available with Office for the Aging volunteer driver program. Do
we have one (taxi)?
o difficult to get around - especially to the county office bldgs.
o Arranging for medical appointments outside of Allegany County is difficult.
o Need to have some sort of public transportation
o Desperately need transportation to rural areas as far as NY border.
o The only way to get around is by personal car.
o I would have to go 2 miles to Cuba to get bus to Olean or anywhere else.
o Would like to see affordable "taxi" individual service for grocery runs, etc. Many
people depend on friends or whoever in my complex.
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Concerns over future/Independence vs dependence
o Right now I provide transportation for others!
o I drive myself and my wife to any place I need to go. She has no drivers license due
to alzheimers.
o Would love to find resource to help me buy a car so I can get around to do food
shopping, visit family, friends, etc. and so on. I do have a driver's license but don't
have a car as I am on low income and can't afford for a car.
o I'm currently well able to drive myself but if that should change in the future, my
options are limited
o I have concerns as I get older about being able to get to drs appointments in Hornell
or Olean. Groceries. The pandemic has made clear how difficult this can be.
o not sure about transportation in this community so far I drive myself
o Although I have no difficulties traveling now, but 10 years from now? Because I have
been blessed and can still drive, I really do not know anything about the bus service
that's available here but I have seen small buses I think like bus #3 drive by while
walking. Would like to know where I would be able to obtain information on the
buses available for transportation before I am in need... like routes, schedules, etc.
o We have very limited public transportation. It's fine to live in rural America if you are
young and healthy and can drive.
o Seems to be very little public transportation available in the county. Just glad I can
still drive.
o Since I live way out of town, I may be forced to move in 10 years or so because
services are not close to my home, including transportation. If I have to move, I am
more likely to move to an area with better retail, more cultural events, and more
sophisticated medical care without travel requirements.
o The Village of Alfred's Recent introduction of a parking system requiring "smart
phones" is a huge burden on many local residents who do not have or want "smart
phones".
o See previous comment about parking meters in Alfred.
o If you live in a rural area you need to be self sufficient.
o If I needed to - I could take the public allegany bus and find out their schedule.
o I usually depend on my family for all transportation needs.



Some are happy with public transportation
o I like driving. Traffic is easy for me
o The transportation is very convenient
o As far as I am aware, the public transportation in Allegany County is adequate to
meet public needs. There was a time I relied on this very transportation here, locally,
and had absolutely no difficulties. I found wifi exceptionally helpful on the bus.
o We do have Allegany Co Transit have thought about using them in the past.
o Have used the ACT bus before. It was ok,



Safety concerns – Handicap access
o Most all businesses do not have handicapped space to get around
o Limited accessibility
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Safety concerns – Infrastructure
o main street traffic in Wellsville should go back to two lanes "only" because "4 lanes
at intersections" is too dangerous to pedestrians and drivers alike!
o Our main street, church street intersection is always visually blocked by people
parking in the "no parking" zones close to the light.
o Road repair is very important, it has gone to the way side because of money being
spent elsewhere.



Lack of comforts – e.g., benches or rest stops
o for people that cannot walk long distances is sometimes a problem and to have to
wait long periods of time in the weather makes it not very user friendly between
stops



More outdoor amenities
o Cycling signs or cycling lanes would be nice
o More bike paths connecting communities
o would be nice to have a bicycle path for along the river



Lack of information
o People unaware of services available



Other Suggestions
o Free Senior Parking Meters
o Rochester studies claimed transportation is the key to improving poverty.
o Taxies
o Train would be nice Go Joe!
o Increase the use of electric vehicles and bicycles to reduce automobile pollution
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RESPECT & SOCIAL INCLUSION
17. Do you feel older residents are valued and appreciated in Allegany County?
Do you feel older residents are valued and appreciated in Allegany
County?
Yes

51.71%

No

14.10%

Unsure

34.19%
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

100.00

18. I feel supported in my community to age in place as I grow older.
I feel supported in my community to age in place as I grow older.
Yes

56.17%

No

14.04%

Unsure

29.79%
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

19. I feel that my community highlights the contributions of older adults in Allegany County.

I feel that my community highlights the contributions of older
adults in Allegany County.
Yes

38.79%

No

21.98%

Unsure

39.22%
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

100.00
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20. I feel my opinion is valued in my community.
I feel my opinion is valued in my community.
Yes

43.26%

No

16.96%

Unsure

39.78%
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00

100.00

21. What activities would you be interested in participating in: (check all that apply)
NOTE: Percentages add up to more than 100%, as participants could select more than one
option.
What activities would you be interested in participating in?
Activities geared towards only older adults

8.5%

Activities that offer senior discounts

14.5%

Activities that are affordable for all

16.7%

Activities with mixed variety of ages

13.9%

Virtual exercise programs

5.8%

Virtual educational or social programs

6.0%

Cultural activities for diverse populations

10.6%

Local schools that involve older adults

8.6%

Continuing education or social clubs

12.0%

Drivers education or refresher course

3.5%
0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0
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22. What types of events or activities would you like to see in your community that are not
currently available?
NOTE: Responses to this question were similar to those in “Other” in question 21. Responses
were combined and themes extracted.
Clubs

Book club, Astronomy club, Walking

Classes

Genealogy, BOCES, astronomy, cooking, painting, how to use
computer and technology, how to fix stuff/DIY

Community
events and
interaction

Balloon Rally, county fairs, music, trout derby, church socials,
picnics, “block parties”, weekly social gatherings, “checking in”
with phone chats, meeting places

Crafts and
ceramics
Exercise and
Activity

Painting, learning to make pottery, etc.

Outdoor Activities

Bird Watching, boating, golf, hiking, shooting range, Historic
walking tours

Gardening

Gardening tips, planting/tending a community garden

Food-related

Cooking classes, dinner and a show, food
preserving/canning/drying

Indoor
Activities/Games

Board game and card game nights, Bingo

Music
Plays
Theater

Music on the lawn, summer concerts;
“Can we bring in Pops (BPO, RPO) concerts or TED-type talks or
maybe even virtual Broadway/Off Broadway shows? Could that
be another way of using our theater?”

Support groups

widows, widowers, Al-Anon, grief, substance abuse

Technology
Support

Computer literacy classes, classes for familiarity with Microsoft
programs (e.g., Access, Excel, Word, PowerPoint), how to use
iphone or Android phone, tablet, Kindle,

Dance classes, dance opportunities, swimming, yoga, Tai Chi,
walking groups, Growing Stronger program
o Swimming pool access, water aerobics
o Indoor walking track for winter/inclement weather
o easy walking areas (like Riverwalk along Genesee with
benches and picnic tables) OFF the main road
o Updated playgrounds/rec areas
o Electric vehicles for things like WAG trail so seniors can enjoy
what we DO have
o Designated bike lanes
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Trips

organized bus trip that don’t involve lots of walking) to local
college events, fishing, bird watching, hiking, etc.) Need cheaper
out of town trips for seniors (and not just to a casino!)

Other






Public radio station
Public meetings should be put on zoom
Assistance with yard and housework seniors are unable to do
themselves
Resources or activities for the LGBTQ+ population.

23. What barriers prevent you from participating in activities in your community?
(check all that apply)

What barriers prevent you from participating in activities in your
community?
Limited/no transportation to event/activity

9.47%

Not being made aware of events and activities

47.74%

Not feeling included

10.49%

Not being interested in the offerings

21.81%

Other (please specify)

10.49%
0.00
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60.00
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Of the 10.5% that listed “Other:”
29.4%
Physical Limitations – unable to drive or see well at night, sight or hearing
difficulties
21.6%
Lack of Time – due to employment or general busy-ness
19.6%
COVID-19 concerns – lack of activities due to pandemic or health concerns
9.8%
General lack of activities
7.8%
cited cost or inability to afford the activity
5.9%
Social restrictions – caregiving for other or spouse didn’t want to participate
3.9%
Personality – didn’t like bring in front of people, preferred home
2.0%
Technical issues (e.g., could not interact with computer for registration)
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24. Please provide any additional input on respect and inclusion in your community in the space
below:
A bi-weekly summer talent show would be greatly appreciated
A diner would help take pressure off meals. I have visited towns where drivers had the
habit of pedestrian first. It is mixed in my town. Pronounced or totally absent.
A diner would help take pressure off meals. I have visited towns where drivers had the
habit of pedestrian first. It is mixed in my town. Pronounced or totally absent.
Again, I recognize that much of it not all listed above may very well already be
available. If that's the case one might wonder why I am unaware? Is there perhaps an
inherant need for effective advertising? Food for thought.
Being new to neighborhood and then COVID hitting, I have to say we are blessed by
wonderful neighbors, excellent village/town employees who clear our roads and
sidewalks from snow; cut down dying trees whose broken branches pose a threat to
drivers and pedestrians alike; our dependable sanitation & recycling workers to
mention a few. We are more than blessed to have the Genesee Valley Central
School Fitness Center open to us for use on an appointment basis as allowable
during Covid.
Communication is a terrible issue here. I was appalled to see the Wellsville Regional
Blogspot close due to anti-social comments and threats. We need to be a MUCH
BETTER community than that.
Could use a email notice for town events, notices
Difficult to know what is going on when there is no local newspaper or central location
for things to be posted
Drivers for errands and doctor appointments in our community and distant areas like
Rochester or Buffalo for those who are sick and shut ins.
Elderly will have trouble using the new parking meters in Alfred.
Events in this area are sometimes very expensive.
Hard to get out
I am in the country. Nothing is going on out here.
I am pretty much a "loner"
I detest (nursing home) = food is awful, eat whats served or go without, cost is way
too much and you are treated like a jailed, confined criminal and you are placed (in
with) frail, dementia and very sick other patients! Nursing homes should be taken out
of business
I do more socially in another county (//cattaraugus) as it seems to offer more than
Allegheny county.
I don't believe we should be categorized by age alone, but also by physical abilities.
At my age of 77, I still walk vigorously outdoors, am somewhat agile and would like to
be in an exercise or walking gtoup my age to continue to remain physically active.
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I feel included when I make myself available to others and participate with them.
I feel that Cuba and surrounding areas are very welcoming. Would love more regular
events and community gatherings.
I have children who are very attentive - I am blessed!
I have found this community to be a wonderful place to live. As a young child, there
were many adults in addition to my parents who were great models and were very
supportive in my life. I didn't intend to spend my entire life here (except for college) but
due to various circumstances, I've stayed and loved it here!
I listen to the radio and hotline and don't use internet much. I would rather have it in
print to know about yard sales, special events, even obituaries.
I prefer activities for 50 plus people - young people seem so impatient and rude
I pretty much stay to home - raking - yard work - flowers, feeding birds - taking walks stating n close touch w/ my children - grown ups.
I think by letters you could update the list of things going on at least monthly and
encourage people to do things now or when they can tell people how to get
transportation. I really enjoyed the "SHINE" to learn more health cooking at the library
and book sales!
I would like to see all kinds of people in any class I was in.
I would like to see better internet so I would be able to use zoom to open up other
opportunities
I would love to meet deaf or hard of hearing children and/or adults in my town or
county and get together for social gathering and activities, have cookout, campfires,
play games and so on.
In the hamlet of Houghton, there is notable respect for the elderly and their needs and
the college provides admission to the gyms with a membership fee
Is there a website that lists activities in the county?
It's hard to go alone to activities.
Lack of a local newspaper makes it difficult to find whats going on.
lack of advocacy for residents in nursing homes, flu vaccines need to be brought out
to community, i.e use of fire halls.
Lack of information re events definitely a problem often find out day of or after. The
world does not revolve around the phone & internet if you are over 80
Let's have more meetings
maybe a little booklet of activities, places to go (like resources available) to be mailed
to those more or less housebound
My church provides my needs.
my community is Alfred, and I feel very lucky there are so many activities available to
all ages. I hope it continues after COVID is conquered.
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New additions to the community plus existing entertainment and activities. Timely
inform everyone, how to use, how to use conduce to health, a bit more patience to the
elderly
No more comments. Life is easy
No street lights no garbage pick up
Not everyone has access to internet!!
Older people receive extra respect
our community has little to no activities for individuals of age.
People need to volunteer if possible at local companies such as fire department,
rescue squad, rotary club, library, town and village board meetings. Get to know
people and know whats going on.
People with disabilities are at a greater disadvantage to getting around so more
activities should be available using zoom (classes, talks, exercise classes, community
get together)
See question 22 above. No visibility, activities, support, or opportunities for those of
us who are gay. Not a good environment at all for those of us who identify as
LGBTQ+; it can be downright hostile.
shopping is useless in wellsville i am lucky to be able to go outside towns but know
alot of people cant
There is a long standing Alfred Community that still is extant
Unless you have spent your life here, it is very hard to get to know people. Mainly they
are not outgoing.
Virtual activities would be great for people that can’t get down town or to the location
of the activities.
We are all waiting to see what happens if the pandemic ends
we attend and participate when we are interested or are able time wise
We need a newspaper and radio and tv.
Widely carry out "Our Festival" variety shows, songs and dances and other artistic
performances to the whole community families to widely publicize civilized family
customs, vigorously advocate marital harmony, respect the elderly and love the
young, diligent and thrifty family management, innovation and entrepreneurship,
honesty and trustworthiness, advocate culture, change customs and so on, and
actively carry out activities to cultivate good family customs and family education,
establish a good local customs.
Without a daily newspaper for Wellsville - we miss out on notices of upcoming events.
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HOUSING
25. Which of the following best describes where you currently live? Do you live in:
Which of the following best describes where you currently live.
2.8% 3.1% 0.7%

A single family home

4.2%
3.7%

A two family home

2.0%
An apartment
A mobile home
A senior housing complex
83.6%
An income based housing
complex
Other

26. Do you rent or own your current living residence?
Do you rent or own your current living residence?
1.3%
13.2%

Own
Rent
85.5%

Neither; Live with
others
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27. Besides you, do you have any of the following people living in your household? (Check all
that apply)
NOTE: Participants were given the following options: Child/Children under 18, Child/Children 18
or older, Child/Children away at college, Parents, Other adult relative or friend 18 or older, None of
the above, and other. Many respondents checked “other” and indicated a spouse/domestic
partner. It is unclear whether “none of the above” is equivalent to “living alone.”
Besides you, do you have any of the following people living in your
household?
None of the above

34.69%

Other adult 18+

23.53%

Spouse/Partner

20.69%

Child/Children 18 or older

10.75%

Child/Children under 18

5.48%

Child/Children away at college

3.25%

Parents

1.22%

Pets

0.41%
0.00
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28. Some people find that they want to move out of their home as they get older. If you were to
consider moving out of your current residence, what factors would contribute to that
decision? (check all that apply)
%
33.52%

ITEM
Wanting to find a home that will help you live independently as you age, for
example a home without stairs

27.96% The cost of maintaining your current residence
23.52% Wanting a smaller size home
0.93% Wanting a larger size home
14.07% Other (please specify)
23.68%

Place that requires less maintenance (e.g., shoveling, yard work,
general upkeep)

14.47% Location – Want to move closer to family
11.84% Location – Out of NYS/Place with lower taxes
9.21% Location – Want to move closer to amenities
9.21% Location – Warmer climate
5.26% Location – General
3.95% Place that allows pets
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29. Some people find that they need or want to move out of their community as they get older.
If you were to consider moving out of Allegany County, what factors would contribute to
that decision? (check all that apply)
59 responses appeared in “other” category.
However, the question was “what would make you move out” some people ignored that question
and put things like “I’m happy!” I’m not moving” or “none. So participants really didn’t have an
“other” response, even if something was in the box. 16 irrelevant answers were discarded.
The remaining 43 responses, were categorized according to the following. Results do not add to
100%, as some responses fit into more than one category.











1 response (2.3%) cited lack of access for handicapped or disabled
13 (30.2%) cited lack of amenities (e.g., few choices for restaurants and shopping centers,
lack of options for health care),
2 (4.7%) cited lack of diversity/racism
2 (4.7%) cited desire to move closer to family
2 (4.7%) cited need for senior living (e.g., community center, nursing home)
4 (9.3%) indicated a different geographic location (e.g., out of NYS, more nature, more
outdoor activities)
2 (4.7%) cited housing (e.g., need a bigger house or apt, home maintenance)
14 (32.6%) indicated taxes (e.g., moving to a place with lower taxes or more services for
taxes paid)
2 (4.7%) indicated work opportunities
4 (9.3%) indicated a desire for different weather

If you were to consider moving out of Allegany County, what factors
would contribute to that decision?
5.86%

Other (please specify)
Cannot find appropriate housing

2.99%
15.49%

Wanting to live in an area with better…

22.66%

Wanting to live in a different climate
Needing more access to public transportation

6.90%
23.70%

Wanting to be closer to family

14.19%

Wanting to move to an area with more health…
Your personal safety or security concerns

0.00

8.20%
10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00
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30. Please provide any additional input on housing in your community in the space below.
affordable assisted living facilities
Allegany County has few or no senior apartment/condo housing complexes for
seniors only. Where there is a community bldg. for all to use, tours and trips to go on,
games, crafts, etc.
As a widow, it is a problem when repair is needed in the home. Not sure where or
whom to call for reliable service.
At my age I want to stay put!
At one time I was head of the Rehab Dept at Gowanda Psychiatric center. I got a
close look at what happens to some people - It is unfortunate 70% of your population
is elderly - I have adopted my feline companions because many older people lose
their cat companions/relatives drop them at will sometimes they find good loving
homes like minie - sometimes they aren't so lucky.
At present, I can't imagine living anywhere beside where we are.
At this time happy right where I am
Being in Cuba allows easy access to surrounding (larger) communities like Olean,
Wellsville, Hornell or Rochester as needed if transportation (and weather) allow.
Communities in Allegany County have older homes with maintenance issues, high
taxes, no assistance to help maintain or discounted tax rates for seniors, no available
aged only communities and associated facilities
Expensive
For some new users to move here, they will feel the climate is relatively humid
Heating and electricity costs are very high
Heating and health care in winter
Hoping to be able to stay in my own home because I do have children that live fairly
close.
I am very satisfied with my current house. Of course, if I have a lot of budget, I still
want to change to a bigger house
I feel that there isn't enough affordable housing apartments for the senior citizens in
this area as there should be. I noticed there is housing for those that are low income.
I need help with finding resources to get financial aid or grants to help me buy a
house that I do not have to pay it back.
I prefer to remain in Allegany County but do need more health care specialists
available. We now must drive to Buffalo and Rochester.
I wish there coule be a development featuring patio houses for sale or for rent with
landscaping provided (for a fee). There seems to be places available for low income
housing while others able to pay need to move away to find this concept. Maybe
investors could partner with Alfred State to build a "retirement community" in this
beautiful rural setting.
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I would consider assisted living if I had to move.
I would move to assisted living or move to my daughters home in FL.
I would not move out of our area - I would like housing for older people with services
(snow and mowing)
it is expensive to live in New York State
Lack of finding a smaller house in the future that doesn’t need to be fixed up scares
me
may, of course need plowing, VA assistance, home health care - who knows. Help is
hard to find - even to mow etc. even if you can pay - I did hope the powerhouse youth
would be taught to help more?? Or school children available 14 and up first job
encouragement.
MOST homes in village are derelict in upkeep. Mine too! Reason is all money goes to
taxes - leaving nothing for repairs & maintenance. In surrounding farms & rural
homes - they just pile junk equipment everywhere, pollute the streams & don't care
how trashy their properties look. Next to zero Health Dept oversight!!
Need available clothing store. more jobs to keep people here and need better
housing. Apartments are way too expensive for what is available for seniors as well as
college students - $800 too much for crap.
need more housing close to/walking distance to shopping
need sr. housing and or assisted living in Almond NY
Needed: Housing complex for middle income people. There seem to be many for low
income people. Even buildings with 2 or more floors could be adapted if they have
elevator and security. Also adequate parking and close to public facilities, such as
restaurants, post offices, medical facilities, banks.
No senior living facilities
not enough of it for seniors
other issues such as water = safe to drink from tap may area does no longer have a
daily newspaper
Our t own/county/school taxes are killing senior citizen on a fixed income.
Rent assisted housing not available in Angelica
Right now I love the rural area I'm at - close to everything in Belmont and around area
- dollar general - Nicholson my pharmacy - Ron Oriss Market, post office, town hall everyone is so friendly and helpful :) I enjoy my walks around town. Oh yes and Ace
Hardware - great little community.
See #57
senior housing, no income limits
something closer to the downtown area or more central to services like pharmacy,
banking, health care, able to walk to these places. Alfred needs more apartments to
house seniors and less for students.
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Surrounding homes are not well-maintained, noise and trash are prevalent, other
neighbors have no respect or boundaries for the property of others.
The old people are harmonious in this community
There are few homes in this area that are made for handicapped persons
There is a lack of senior housing for those who don't qualify for income controlled
apartments.
There is a need for assisted living apartments. Manor Hills provides assisted living but
offers rooms only which seems a lot like a nursing home without the nursing.
There is NO housing
There seems to be no plan in this county. Spending millions of dollars to replace
mobile homes rather than creating real housing solutions, probably at much lesser
costs and meeting many more needs.
Unable to use my cell phone at my home without wifi zoom not useable at our library if
a program is available.
Very few affordable rental properties are clean and safe once you are retired
We have no assisted living facilities
We love our neighborhood and where we live but who knows if 10 or 20 years from
now we might find it beneficial to live closer to family and have more health care
specialists available.
We need senior residence facilities
We own out home, it is pretty much what is necessary for what we need, our one sons
lives with us to help us.
We should give full play to the resources and potential of residents, make full use of
the residents' organizations and groups in the area under our jurisdiction, and give full
play to the linkage effect of social workers and volunteers, so that publicity work is no
longer the work of one person or one organization, but the result of all of us.
When I retired from teaching, we went to Fla. for 6 mons a yr. WE did this from '89 to
2003. We then came back and put up our current home next door to our daughter and
her family. We are very happy here, even with the cold winters.
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PERSONAL & HOUSEHOLD HEALTH
31. In general, how would you rate your health?

In general, how would you rate your health?
Excellent

18.22%

Good

61.82%

Fair

17.35%

Poor

2.60%
0.00
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32. A caregiver is someone who provides care for an adult loved one who is ill, frail, elderly, or
has a physical, mental, or emotional disability. This care may include helping with bathing
or dressing, household chores, shopping, transportation, managing medical care or
finances, or even visiting regularly to see how they are doing. This adult need not live with
you. Are you currently a caregiver providing unpaid care to an adult to help take care of
themselves?
Are you currently a caregiver providing unpaid care to an adult to help
take care of themselves?
9.98%
7.71%

Yes, I am providing care for
someone in my home.
Yes, I am providing care for
someone outside of my home.

No, I am not providing care for
anyone at this time.
82.31%
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33. Does a disability, handicap, or chronic disease keep you or your spouse or partner from
participating fully in work, school, housework, or other activities?
Does a disability, handicap, or chronic disease keep you or your spouse or
partner from participating fully in work, school, housework, or other
activities?

21.65%
Yes, myself
Yes, my spouse or partner
7.59%
6.03%

64.73%

Yes, both me and my spouse or
partner
No

34. How likely is it that you will provide unpaid care to an adult in or outside of your home in
the future?
How likely is it that you will provide unpaid care to an adult in or outside
of your home in the future?
Extremely likely

15.46%

Very likely

19.56%

Somewhat likely

26.18%

Not very likely

38.80%

Not at all likely

41.96%
0.00
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35. Please provide any additional input on personal health or household health in the space
below.
(Responses were copied and pasted verbatim)
Bad knees leg weak hard to walk
getting very hard to walk
continual care for an elderly parent in their own home
Could volunteer depending on physical ability
Disappointed that a person has to travel because services are lacking at local
hospital. Ex. No longer mammograms at Jones.
Healthy at this time but will be turning 66 - there's still alot to the unknown but doing
well as of now.
Husband and I plan on caring for each other in our home.
We are not opposed to in-home care if needed.
I already have responsibilities of over seeing the needs of a 92 yo mother and a blind
brother about 30 mi. Away. Also care of 6 yo granddaughter when needed.
I am blind
I care for my uncle. Currently it’s just getting his groceries and paying his bills.
I expect to pay for in-home care/assistance
I find it difficult to take out the garbage each week.
I have a caregiver, who comes and goes to check on me or take me to dr. appts okay
shopping
I have no problem
I help out with my 18 year old grandson with autism
I hire help for outside work and heavy work indoors.
I need personal care most of the time. I can't wash my clothes because my arms are
too short to reach in machine and the dryer is the same way. I desperately need help.
These things I keep doing is breaking my bones and causing more pain.
I received all my healthcare from the VA.
I think someone would need to be paid if this happens to us. I don't know who would
volunteer to be unpaid.
I took care of my mother for 5 years. It was hard to find anyone to help or find
transportation services to get her to doctor or pick up prescriptions.
I try to adapt my wants to my age. I must remind myself that at 93 most activities that
are already available are not for me. I am grateful for the many out there that are not
for someone in my stage of life. Many I have already used as I age. I am lucky to
have been active this long.
I would like to help babysit a deaf or hard of hearing child for the hearing parents.
If my husband were to need my help.
I'm worried about my wife's health
Meals on Wheels uses way to much processed food, way, way, too much!!
More life support institutions. We want to recruit more companies to come here.
Make the city more prosperous
most older adults children are working full-time, seniors help seniors, need
monitoring systems for homebound/frequent hospitalized patients
Mother is 90 will need more assistance
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My husband is disabled but can still take care of himself.
My left hip cannot support my full body weight except I have poor hearing, C.O.P.D.,
pancreatic tumor, arthritis, occasional asthma
My mother (age 90) spends extended time with us during good weather months.
Needs for elderly become more immediate during those times. I would also be the
caregiver.
my sister, Eunice is 98 years old, lives alone 5 miles away and stubborn about
accepting help.
My sisters husband (and her caregiver) died recently. She has oxygen 24/7. She is at
risk of falling - we're unable to find anyone for few hours in am-pm & overnight she
cares for herself but unable to cook - etc.
My wife and I are in good enough health at the moment that mutual care-giving is not
necessary, but given our age (upper 70's), it seems likely that one of us may end up
having to care for the other at some point.
Person living here due to health limitations could not drive for all 2020. Too many
trips to Rochester to count! Plus specialists in Dans: thru' 2020 my entire life
revolved around medical appts that were costly trips. I expect this to reoccur.
Right now we are doing fine and I can call office for the aging. I have children that
helps.
Spouse with Alzheimers
Supports for unpaid caregivers via Office for the Aging are much appreciated, but
way more could be done. Each family should be provided a social worker who has
frequent in person contact to check on situation, offer additional supports as need is
identified -help those needing care to identify need for outside help and give those
providing care support needed to care for themselves.
Tom is 100% disabled veteran (Vietnam Era) I have healed fracture - painful diabetic,
high BP
two disabled children. cannot find help for them
Very bad back and have extremely hard time going up-stairs! Also bad knees
We are fortunate we have our health; however I do foresee that we may be taking
care of someone soon. It is important to have help with doctors visit transportation.
We get unpaid care!
We have cared for 2 friends outside our home. One died and one moved to be near
family in California.
WE live in a wonderful neighborhood with younger people very willing to help with
tasks such as snow removal, lawn mowing, moving heavy items in/out of home.
Wife in a wheelchair uses a walker some
You didn’t ask however if I personally will need that care...I will. And I have provided
caregiver support to others in the last decade. It isn’t easy.
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CIVIC PARTICIPATION OR EMPLOYMENT
36. What is your employment status?

What is your employment status?
Looking for short-term paid volunteer options

1.32%

Looking for work

0.66%

Unemployed

1.32%

Employed part-time

7.05%

Employed full-time

17.62%

Retired

72.03%
0.00

20.00

40.00

60.00

80.00

100.00

37. On average how many hours a week do you spend volunteering or in volunteer activities?
On average how many hours a week do you spend volunteering or in
volunteer activities?
More than 12 hours

2.92%

8-12 hours

5.84%

3-7 hours

14.61%

1-2 hours

21.57%

0 hours

55.06%
0.00

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

38. If you do not volunteer currently, why not?
If you do not volunteer currently, why not?
Other (please specify)

32.63%

I am not interested in volunteering.

27.02%

I do not have coverage for my caregiver…

2.46%

I do not have the extra time to volunteer

24.91%

I am unaware of opportunities to volunteer.

12.98%
0.00
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50.00
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“Other” responses:
Busy with other things (e.g., taking care of own family, work, house, etc) (8
responses)
COVID-19 Related (e.g., places being closed, health concerns, etc) (17
responses)
Health reasons (7 responses)
age prevents many things
Am developing arthritis in knees, etc.
at present, I am physically unable due to a recent hospitalization. I am
recuperating at home with VNA for a month
because of my disability!
Cannot sit or stand long due to back and knees
Disability.
Don't do things requiring me to hear others or instructions continually
Have not found the right opportunity - highway crew
I am 90 yrs old
I am busy caring for grandchildren
I am not dependable because of my age and physical disabilities.
I am too disabled
I am too old! Have Alzheimer's
I am very unsteady on my feet. I fall alot.
I could call and check on people once in a while. I am blind.
I did all that until I couldn't
I do not think I could do more - except maybe "cheer by phone" I spend what I can
afford to do what I can
I don't think there's any volunteer activities in my town area.
I have all I can do to take care of myself
I have asthma and COPD
I have friends, neighbors and relatives that I help out when needed and people at
church who need help.
I have Lyme disease
I help others within our building
I like being at home
I make things and donate to people
I piece quilts for relief, sew and for hygiene kits for relief
I served my time in the past
I should do more. I am in early retirement and am enjoying the space I'm in. I take
care of five grandbabies.
I used to volunteer at the hospital for years. Dementia forced me to quit.
I volunteered a lot in my younger years
I watch grandchildren some days.
I watch my grandchildren
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I work 40 Hoya week at one job the have my own business I take care of.
I would volunteer for the right cause.
in my present state, can only take care of myself
JMH no longer uses volunteers
just retired, don't know what I ____ do
limited because of my husband
limited physically
limited what I can do
Mobility issues interfere with everything
my husband has dementia - I leave him very seldom and for short times
My volunteering are over!
not physically able
not physically able to
old and not able to get around walker
partial blindness
stroke
The only opportunity I know of is to drive. I did that but it was very limited and lost
interest.
The supervisors were immature and postulating. Philoshaies or exclusion, and
reverse predjudice. Going all a smear of their personal baggage. A good learning
experience, but frustrating.
too old, 90 years in July
unable
unable due to health issues also I am 90 years old
Work
39. Please provide any additional input on civic participation or employment in your
community in the space below.
[serve on] 1. Allegany County Association for the blind or visually impaired. 2.
Allegany Arts Assoc. - we provide free art classes for children (not available now due
to covid) 3. Member of Board of Trustees for Belmont Free Library
All all organizations need more volunteers. Hart House needs vaccinated volunteers
now.
All my time is spent trying to maintain the house. But if there is something I believe in,
i would volunteer. We were very active with volunteer work before moving here.
Both my husband and I work part-time at our pre-retirement full-time professional
jobs. We love what we are doing, but we wonder if employing us is hurting
employment chances for younger people. At the same time, younger people don't
seem to have the skills to take the positions that we hold. Why???
Currently covid limits some of the activities that were available to participate in as a
volunteer.
Disability atty says volunteering is working without being paid if you can volunteer,
you can work.
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Employment Scheme for the Elderly
fair
I am busy enough just keeping my home, I don't have the energy to do more.
i am my husband's only care giver he is very ill my daughter in law helps helps when
she's not working her job as CNA
I am on multiple boards and involved in numerous fundraisers and service
organizations in the Cuba and Olean areas.
I am one of the volunteer chaplains @ jones memorial hospital
I am taking care of my wife and I take her with me everywhere so we together are
there with so many that love us and we love them.
I am treasurer of my church, president of the Maple City Barbershop chorus, and
secretary of the Allegany County Bird Club.
I am working part time and because my husband cannot do many things at home, I
have to take on that responsibility.
I believe as I age I will want to be passing on some part of me in an effort to leave a
legacy beyond myself. Whether not I succeed isn't what's important. Having the
opportunities to at least try is much more important.
I can't work due to chronic pain on my lower back and right hip and also since I am
hard of hearing, I cannot understand hearing people's talking fast and they do not
know any sign langauge.
I direct a choir of approximately 25 people from Sept. - December each year prior to
covid. I also volunteer @ the Houghton Nursing Facility providing entertainment for
birthdays.
I do provide transportation for those living in the apt complex - dr, groc, etc.
I do volunteer my time to help with the tree USA program in Wellsville as a member of
their board for 20 years.
I have no problem
I make quilts and pillows for the children in hospitals but have no way to get them
there.
I might be open to trying a little
I mow lawns locally
I previously volunteered at JMH and David Howe Library. Hopefully my volunteering
will resume as these facilities reopen. I would like to do more volunteering but am
unaware of facilities who need help.
I really miss volunteering, but cannot step away from caregiving to do so.
I still enjoy driving and would volunteer in that respect.
I think teaching children life skills is an excellent way to integrate older Americans into
the mainstream with a stipend for providing this education.
i think there isnt enough jobs in this area thats why they leave. we sure could use
some addisional internet services
I used to spend hrs. and days helping others earlier. Now I assist my immediate
family.
I want to go back to school; learn; understanding more and being able to reach those
confused or in need.
I would love to volunteer for office for the aging in secretarial level or SPCA when
Covid is over. I no not feel confident now.
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I’ve been retired for a year. Would eventually like to find part time work. Not sure
what’s available in Allegheny county or how to access information on part time jobs
that are available.
Luthern Foster Grandparents Program at 715 Falconer St. Jamestow, NY is always
looking for people over the age of 55 and have a low income. The Foster
Grandparents go intothe schools or Head Starts to help with children in thei studies.
For more information call 716-665-5354.
Most everything is covid closed. Just Hopeful!!
my health care is in cuba ny
need intergenerational activities, preschool: grandparents, have generation of elderly
teach crafts/skills to kids i.e. fly-tying, crocheting, knitting, golfing, cooking
need more jobs Too many have left Allegany County
never feel good enough.
Our village office needs to maintain current events on our bill board in front of the Fire
Hall
The community should publish some recruitment information
There are essentially no opportunities for employment in our village. Houghton
College is self-sufficient and the only other business establishments are the 2 eating
places, which are small.
There needs to be more effort, on a comprehensive basis, to engage older Americans
in productive and healthy volunteer work, even if they are homebound. It provides
stimulation, purpose and sense of accomplishment.
Volunteer at local museum, BRAG Richburg Wirt Museum, church when meals are
needed, book club at local Richburg library
volunteer fireman
We want to recruit more companies to come here. Let cities become more prosperous
and let residents have more employment options
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COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION
40. How do you find information on community services, local news, and events?
(check all that apply)
How do you find information on community services, local news, and
events?
Other (please specify)

2.45%

The Office for the Aging

7.28%

Family or friends

15.03%

Newsletter

5.83%

Word of Mouth

16.61%

Radio

8.04%

Social Media

12.24%

Internet

11.83%

Emails

7.58%

Newspaper

13.11%

0.00

Other
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

ACCORD
Allegany Hope
Buffalo TV news
Bulletin Board (Post Office)
Church
Mail
Our local booster news
Posters hung in stores, Post Office, Laundromat, Grocery store, Library
Rotary sign in village lists some events
signs outside of fire department, Community Shopper
Cuba Patriot, Wellsville Sun, Olean Times Herald
sometimes on TV local channel
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41. Is information about community events and local services easy for you to find?
Is information about community events and local services easy for you to
find?
20.32%

40.41%
Yes
No
Not Sure

39.28%

42. In regards to accessing information about what services are available in your community,
how would you rate the following
Good

Fair

Poor

N/A

Access to community information in one
central source

17.72%

32.77%

34.95%

14.56%

Clearly displayed printed community
information with large print

12.86%

26.21%

31.55%

22.82%

40.29%

33.25%

11.89%

8.98%

7.52%

21.36%

25.00%

32.77%

Free access to computers and the
internet in public places such as the
library or senior centers
Community information that is delivered
in person to people who may not be able
to leave their home
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43. Do you own a computer, laptop, or tablet?
Do you own a computer, laptop, or tablet?
19.65%

Yes
No

80.35%

44. Do you have internet service on a computer, tablet, smartphone, or other device?
Do you have internet service on a computer, tablet, smartphone, or other
device?
17.48%

Yes
No

82.52%
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45. If you do not have the internet, why not?
If you do not have the internet, why not?
Other

30.48%

I cannot afford internet access

20.00%

Internet is not available where I live.

10.48%

I do not have a computer or other device that…

20.95%

I do not want internet service.

18.10%
0.00

Other:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

computer is down at this time
Could not afford it at least until now I'm waiting for the fiber optic to be available
don't know how to use it
don't know how to use very well
Don't need - don't want to share too much
expensive but I have it
Have it now, However the price is getting expensive.
I am old school and it is difficult for me to clearly understand it
I can't have a cell phone due to cost I depend on my husbands when we are not home.
I don't like them
I have internet but it is not convenient for many older Americans, even if the service exists at
the public library. Getting there is a problem.
I have it but it is very expensive
I have limited internet access.
I have limited satellite service at my home which is slow and expensive.
I have satellite service which is poor. It;s the only way I can access the Internet.
I lost jobs twice to computerization. When I quit work (retired) I vowed not to use computers,
am biased against them, but realize I should become computer and internet literate
My internet is very poor
nephew computer
no available wifi where I live
not able
our internet services is very poor!
poor internet service
service on our cell phones is almost nil since we live in a rural area.
spouse has computer
The Internet I use now is very good
Use neighbors wi-fi
Very poor signal
We are not interested.
While I have it, I live on route 19. Many I know of cant get it a all or the cost is prohibitive
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46. In general, how often do you go online to access things like emailing, getting news and
information, paying bills, buying products or services? This includes access from home,
work, a mobile device, or somewhere else like the library.
In general, how often do you go online to access things like emailing,
getting news and information, paying bills, buying products or services?
This includes access from home, work, a mobile device, or somewhere
else like the library.
Never
Once a month
Once every other week
1 or more days a week
Everyday

16.85%
4.72%
2.92%
11.46%
64.04%
0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

47. Please provide any additional input on communication and information in your community in the
space below.
A kiosk in each town updated on a regular basis would be an excellent
communication tool.
Allegany County needs better internet services
As an example, covid vaccine info has been confusing to me. I keep going to the
county website and I dont believe the website is easy to navigate. Ive built websites
in the past. Informatiin should have been given to all Seniors re covid vaccine
availability in this county. County has done a poor job with this. I hv friends in niagara
county who have already received their 2nd vaccine.
As I have previously stated cell and internet services are very weak in my area. It
took me a long time to get through this survey. These definitely need to be upgraded.
As mentioned above. I have no cable service, no cell service, no gas service where I
live and the electricity can go out on a beautiful summer day for no apparent reason.
At least for me, and I cannot speak for others, access to quality technology is not a
concern.
Being new to the neighborhood & Covid hitting, I am not sure how to answer
Question 42 as I haven't even had the opportunity to visit our library.
Broad band does not reach ale
cable company has a strangle hold on this area alot of people cant afford the price
internet cost would be nice to have more service in this area!!
Computers cost too much to buy & maintain Add cost thru dish, frontier etc and it is
prohibitive. Used to have good access but since Wsl. library & some other can't seem
to think people should be able to come in unannounced it has been bad.
Elderly people don't know how to use a computer or own one. If classes were
available perhaps some would like to learn the basics.
Electronic Signs
Get Cuba paper now but will not renew it as it doesn't have news in it only the
undersherrifs love of hunting!
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Have it to video chat with family far away
Hornell library provides access.
Hotspots available at public library
I am not making the most of my computer and access to the internet, like paying bills
online because of my lack of skill and comfort w/ computer. I need more instruction
and don't know where to get it.
I am very lucky to be computer knowledgeable because computers became available
while I was still working and I had to learn. Am so happy I was very computer literate
before retiring!
I do not think it would harm the county to have lessons or at least help available encourage someone to have business or have available at library.
I don’t have internet services due to the cost, but I have unlimited data on my phone.
I don't access my tablet or watch news on TV due to the negativity which the media
and FB broadcast. I'm not able to wrap my mind around all this new technology and
am rather old school.
I dontr2ad the Alfred Sun because of their disgusting political articles
I get most local news through family and friends, church, etc.
I have internet/son has tablet
I have no problem
I like community pages on Facebook, but they always seem to devolve into
complaints about the area or people talking about politics. It would be nice if they
could just stick to events and announcements.
I like subscribing to the Patriot newspaper because it is affordable and better than
nothing. But since it comes once a week some events are already past. See question
#24
I need and have life line through Noyes hospital. For that I have a landline phone
(Verison). That is nearing $100/mo. in addition to the $33 to Noyes. Any chance
Verison could lower the rate?
I only have a mobile phone with internet can't afford internet have no computer
I read the Accord and find it helps others. Mailings do help those without access. I
used DHS site earlier in my life when Rogers had Allegany stats on it.
I think Allegany County should print a newsletter with all community events and
volunteer opportunities and they should mail it out to people in the community
I use Iphone and Ipad more than the computer
I would like affordable reliable internet other than my phone.
I would love to have sign language interpreter (s) to help me by telling me what
hearing people are saying in a group setting.
Info is very fragmented, post office or library or word of mouth is where many get their
info
Internet cost too much though! the monopoly on the best service that is!
Internet is limited to satellite service, which does not support streaming, etc. So
Broadband, or even cable, would be wonderful. Unfortunately, NYS has designated
our road as a 'black zone' where no one is required to provide those services. The
last time we checked, Spectrum wanted $40,000 to bring cable internet 1 mile up the
road to us. That's not going to happen any time soon!
Internet is only from using the hot spot on my phone
Internet is very expensive
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internet/phone/service increased from $72 monthly to $119 will have to change or
cancel.
Lack of broadband Internet access will lead to Allegany County becoming even more
of a wasteland.
Living in rural Allegany Co. internet is expensive and the service is horrible.
maybe have a community information page
Miss a daily newspaper and online local news. Wellsville Sun doesn’t cut it
Most older people don't know how to use a computer or are afraid they will break it.
There should be a way to help them become alittle more comfortable using them.
My adult children keep me posted on events and other friends.
My daughter's use their smartphones to tell me what is going on.
my social life is dependent on facebook
N/A
Need affordable and reliable internet. Most of this village has access to only one
provider
Need information sent by mail, so that caretaker can read to me.
New in the area, having to work at finding information, but that's partly because of
covid
not everyone owns a computer, tablet or have internet or the knowledge of how to use
it.
Now communication is still more annoying and convenient. We will communicate with
each other on a regular basis through some emails
Olean Times Herald (daily) and Cuba Lake Book (annually) provide most printed info.
Not aware of others. Would love to see more. Not everyone uses Facebook.
Paper (Daily) and TV is good for me except local
Remember, there are still people, young and old, who do not have computers, cell
phones or internet!!! Some seniors don't know how to use them well.
Satellite internet service is slow and sometimes intermittent
Services here are still Telecom based. Its time to move on with a major infrastructure
upgrade in the County. The closest TV station is Buffalo...you cant even get an
accurate weather forecast. Cell service, tv service, internet service is franchise based
with no competition to lower costs or improve service. No reliable wifi. No local news
service that is cost effective.
Telephoning is second to Office for the Aging Newsletter
The Allegany Arts Association provide a newsletter 4x a year to anyone who signs up
for it.
the cost of internet service is outrageous and limited to only one option-Spectrum. So
options need to be more accessible so that the cost will be more affordable.
the regional news network was the best source for local news. it was online and up to
date No i hear that won't be online anymore. that's a big loss as far as getting info out
to the county is concerned.
There are still rural homes + locations here where no one can pick up a signal. When
new towers were installed, apparently reaching everyone was NOT a priority.
There is no broadband and very little adequate high speed internet for my rural area.
There definitely should be such available to everyone!
There is no local paper that deals with our community specifically. One short paper
does occasionally offer some information about activities in other communities, but
generally it's more news stories about individuals or organizations.
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There is no newspaper, town website does not give info on activities/events
There needs to be assistance available in using the internet effectively. There needs
to be a central source for information that is repeatedly publicized as being available.
Service providers and governmental entities need to become more people-focused in
regard to getting information out to people. It often is the last thing on their agenda.
This county needs better internet access and more cell phone coverage.
unable to read comment
Very Good
Very poor, centrally organized areas to obtain local/county information and events.
We (who can read) need a "daily" newspaper delivered to out door every day
including
We do not use social media
We need a department store to buy a variety of clothing, shoes, etc.
We need better wi fi
We need more affordable internet service, maybe some competition. We have fiber in
our front yard but can not utilize because of non compete agreement with Spectrum.
Without a local newspaper, information is fragmented to the general public, unless
one belongs to local clubs, listens to the wlsv radio. There is alot of misinformation
spread along with rumors.
Write bigger words on the community communication information
Yes the internet should be more affordable for everyone. Us seniors do not get any
discounts - they have so many sports programs - I'm not really interested in. and
affordable for children especially learning remote. It is high cost!
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HEALTH CARE AND SERVICES
48. Thinking about health care professions in your community, how would you rate your
community in having the following?
Good

Fair

Poor

Not
Available

Affordable home health and
personal care providers

26.19%

44.71%

20.37%

8.73%

Availability of home health and
personal care providers

21.08%

45.41%

25.68%

7.84%

A variety of health care
professionals including specialists

18.12%

35.02%

35.96%

9.90%

Health care professionals who are
fluent in other languages

9.06%

23.00%

31.01%

36.93%

Respectful and helpful clinic staff

53.61%

33.25%

5.41%

7.73%

49. Thinking about health and wellness services in your community, how would you rate the
following:
Good

Fair

Poor

Not
Available

Affordable programs and classes
in areas such as nutrition, weight
control, and fitness activities

23.56%

34.03%

25.65%

16.75%

Access to substance abuse counseling

28.53%

34.66%

19.64%

16.87%

Access to dental care

34.29%

32.61%

20.86%

12.23%

Access to vision or hearing care

36.96%

34.30%

14.73%

14.01%

A service that helps older adults
access health and support care services

27.38%

38.90%

19.60%

14.12%

Easily understandable and helpful local
Hospital or clinic answering services

28.38%

43.24%

18.04%

10.34%
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50. Please provide any additional input on health care and services in your community in the
space below.
A lawyer that would help and not change a lot to help the older adults with there paper
work.
Add more free items
Alfred has an excellent family medical care physician, but desperately needs a dentist
to replace Dr. Delampo
All unknown except for doctor, dental, and hearing visits
ambulance and staff are very helpful and competent as well as knowledgeable.
Available in nearby towns
Available specialists closer to Allegany County. Buffalo and Rochester too far to
travel. Need transportation. If admitted hard for family to visit. Also need care for
animals while away.
Call Office of Aging
can not afford dental, eye and hearing aid can't get medicaid help if you own your
home unless you have a lean put on it
Can not answer Questions 48 & 49 as I am unaware of such services in Belmont
Confidence in our local hospital would seem very low to me.
Cuba has limited availability
Doctors do not stay here. Ive had a dozen new primary care people in the last 20
years.
fitness activities were stopped do to covid and has been a negative affect on the
elderly
Glad area hospitals and doctors offices are affiliated with the U of R. We now have
more specialized doctors in the area, so we don't have to go to Rochester to get
everything covered or testing done.
Have had need of urgent care only once and it was fine and helpful
Home health services did not go well. Had both VNA and Jan and Bevs. VNA
unindated us with visits, 7 in 1 week. Aide was not able to provide hygiene care but
never told me . Jan and Bevs - aide was unreliable called in often and shirked her
duties. Bad experiences.
Home visits by doctors can be increased
I am not aware of the above and previous page on healthcare svcs - therefore I am
unable to rate that section. I have my dr. in Cuba - Senoski - dental Gundahl - olean,
eye dr. in olean olean medical center - olean for mamogram- etc and I had willcare
out of wellsville, also had meals on wheels thru dept of aging - When I had my hip
surgeries and follow up therapy - olean. PS Also got a walker and rise toilet seat from
dept of aging - they are great and they put in tub hand bar for me.
I am not really in need. Our doctor is wonderful and helps us with whatever our needs
are.
I am satisfied with my family doctor office is in Belmont.
I am very grateful that as of this date, I am able to live comfortably in my home w/o
much problem. A year ago I did have a fall - not due to my inability to be mobile - I
have recovered and have been fortunate to have no more problems.
I did work a short period of time helping a 90 yr old lady with her bathing, exercises
and light housekeeping a few years ago. I found out after I left that it was a problem
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for the family to find a replacement also recently my sister in law was looking for help
with her mother. Cost was a factor but finding someone took alot of research and
time.
I don’t know the answers to these questions
I feel this is not applicable to me
I have no idea what you want to know. We have a doctor in our community and
dentists and pharmacies are in nearby communities.
I have no problem
I have not yet looked into home help providers, so do not know about affordability or
availability, also I only speak English, do not know if professionals here speak any
other language
I have to go to wyoming county for all care and my husband has to go to Erie and
Niagara County
I haven't needed much health care thankfully so I'm unable to answer above
questions. I'm aware of health care services in this rural area.
I need a health advocate/ social work followup as I just get paralyzed by.leaving msg
sftet.msg with medical offices.
I use tri-county in Dansville (for MD) & eye. Dentist is in Hornell. Some specialists are
at Noyes or in Dansville 1 or 2 days/wk or Geneseo
I will contact office for the aging
If anything is really wrong one must travel at least 90 miles for acute care.
If I was a #2 or 3 I could get help in what I desperately need! I can't even get
someone to help get my groceries. It's so VERY depressing!!
It is difficult to find providers for dental and vision services that accept my insurance.
There are no specialists nearby, which means long distance travel to see one.
It would be helpful to have listings available of the health and wellness services
It would be wonderful if every telephone answering menu included a 'speak to a real
live person' instead of attempting to force questions into categories that don't really
match the question.
MD aptments
Medical treatment is more convenient. The quality of service is generally good. The
city is constantly improving, and hopefully the service is also constantly improving
More/ Better service options would be nice.
Most of our medical needs are shipping to Rochester or Buffalo. How does that
service our elderly people in our area???
Must drive to another town for all of these.
My daughters make my appointments and take me to appointments. I couldn't do it by
myself anymore.
My responses above may be unfair as I do not access services in Allegany county, I
utilize services offered in Cattaraugus county. The services are closer to where I live
and there are more of them.
Need to do away with automated messages - has made people lazy and irresponsible
need to go to Wellsville NY
No doctors especially pain management
No opinion
no response means I do not know
Not enough doctors
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not our community specifically, but entire health care system is geared toward
assembly line turnout. Very user adversarial. As far as I know, we have no
Gerontologist available nearby.
Office for the aged has been my only source of help
Office of the aging and veterans services - cross roads area.
Only OFA is available, I assume.
Our family practitioner is excellent, but I know of many people do not have a doctor
and must rely on a PA or nurse practitioner. Sometimes you really need a doctor.
Our healthcare needs are met either in Olean or Buffalo/Rochester
Our pharmacy and health center are good. The new U of R/Hornell oak orchard
facility is very good. We could use more health care providers.
Our village has one physician and 2 dentists who attend to the public's needs,
although a considerable number of residents go out of town for these services.
Availability of a dietician would be a great asset in this community.
Please check note on question 35
Please note, my answers reflect community, not county.
Public Rest Rooms Town offices should be back on main street
Rather than deal with uninformed or rude answering services we've learned to go to
urgent care or an ER.
Since we have not needed or tried to access home health care we have no idea how
available or affordable they are.
Some health care systems have a second secretarial personel bank (besides the
receptionists) that one must clear before being able to speak (telephone) with the
doctors receptionist. there should be no wonder health care is so expensive.
Some questions were difficult to answer as I haven't used those services
The Hart House is a wonderful asset to the community. The nursing homes and
assisted living and senior housing complexes are essential. More workers are needed
in the nursing homes adn more dental services are needed as well as hearing and
vision.
The Office for the Aging is a wonderful resource. Sometimes one needs to go to
bigger cities for medical help but it's getting better at our local hospital because they
are having the specialists come there.
The office for the aging provides excellent services however limited as to how much
they can execute because County Soc Serv restrictions
the office of the aging is the only service I know of need info on VA help etc.
There again needs to be a coordinated, people-focused system that lets people know
what services are available and how to access them. We no longer have viable
Yellow and White Pages and the internet is a poor substitute. Healthcare and other
providers are primarily interested in promoting their own services, and often do so
poorly and sporadically, rather than health issues as a whole and here is where you
can obtain assistance.
There should be an "I don't know" option on these choices. I had to put not available
but I really don't know...
These are answers for Angelica. Not Allegany County
This area of health care is the biggest need in our county. Often we still need to travel
to Erie Co. or others to see specialists to be treated.
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Trying to find reliable and affordable home health care for my almost 96- year old
mother was almost impossible. We had no other choice than moving her to Assisted
Living.
trying to get ahold of MAS for my 2nd covid shot. Totally impossible to do! Tried
internet and phone lines for both!
Unsure of all items in #49. Go out of town for medical and dental services.
use of "directions for independent living" resources made known to residences and for
their communities
VA has good services
Vision care is exceptional in allegations eye associates, hearing should be separate
question and is dismal in this area
We are rural. Have to travel to get to these services.
We are very lucky to have a hospital and able to Mercy Flight if necessary to StrongRochester.
We have a part time doctor. Hearing and dental services are in neighboring
communities.
We have dangerously inadequate ambulance & fire coverage: Must wait for help so
long it becomes dire. #2: We need a dental clinic that accepts Medicaid. Must drive
to Wellsville for all dental care.....a very long trip.
We have doctors and dentists, but closest hospital is 20 miles away @ Warsaw in
Wyoming County. Specialists are 46-65 miles away.
We live near cuba but doctor and dentist are in wellsville
We need physicians...especially general practice...
We use a dentist in Cuba, Eye dr in Warsaw, Hearing aides in Belvidere. When you
live in the country you have to travel for all of your services.
When I was ready to retired I started looking up services/healthcare information and
was very thankful to know what programs and people that were helpful.
Whenever I have doctor appointments or other type of appointments, they always
provide me sign language interpreters which has help me a lot.
You need an “ I don’t know “ response...
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WRAP UP
51. THANK YOU for completing this survey! Your feedback is very valuable to ensuring
Allegany County is the best place to age. Please provide any additional feedback below.
Responses are copied verbatim.
**Before Covid enjoyed exercise group at senior center in cuba - followed by activities
(Eucre/Dominos/Puzzles) followed by lunch program.
*Definitely need tax relief in Allegany Co. *No school taxes after 65 years old *Need
a large store @ Kmart bldg - a huge burden for elderly to travel for household
supplies! *We need to utilize Island Park more - easy access & great parking. *Need
a farmers market available there too. *There needs to be more relief of financial
burdens.
1. We had the experience of seeing an elderly neighbor (who was living alone) who
was quite ill and was unable to care for himself. Both the county and St. James
allowed him to "fall between the cracks" and services that were provided were
inconsistent and inadequate makes us think about staying in Allegany County as we
get older. 2. Alfred University and Alfred State College need to be more communityfriendly. Note: Many of these questions should have allowed a "not applicable" or "I
have no idea" option.
A community website that can be visited and/or "pushes" info of interest to
subscribers would be welcome.
All members of our community (allegany county) need instruction gatherings on our
impact on our environment; water use; sewage; garbage and dumps; emissions; air
quality; information will give a positive direction. And social issues such as
predjudices, their origins and resolutions When you throw something away; where is
away?
allegany co is a beautiful area to live in but so darn far from everything else!!
Allegany Co. is a great place to live. It is true that some products and services are not
available locally. But they are not far as long as you are driving. Regional buses are
very important to many people.
Allegany County is a fair place to live there is alot of help in this county its just sad
that in NY if you own your home there are a lot of health care help can't afford if on
Medicare social security or have to give up your home you worked for years to have
Allegany County may be poor economically but the people here are kind and hearty
(strong). The area is a well-kept secret for now. We are happy to be here.
Transportation is needed for many. Assistance with home maintenance is necessary
as the younger people move away and it is difficult to find help. The data shows many
families can't pay rent without going in to grocery money. We tried to get a volunteer
assistance with these issues covered, but we were short volunteers and long on
needs.
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Allegany County office of the Aging has always been very helpful everytime we have
called them for information or for help with a problem. We enjoyed the Senior Forum
held at Belmont school. There was a time for visiting with friends, talked with the
legislator any questions asked, delicious lunch, after lunch a speaker with you, choice
of different _____
Allegany is a beautiful county which would attract more people if availability of health
care, stores, and general updated infrastructure was had. Thank you for this new
endeavor
As for myself = Getting someone to care for my lawn, hedge, flowers and garden work
is very difficult and unaffordable! Most youths are afraid to get their hands dirty and
don't want to learn anything about doing the above and put down their smart phone to
actually do it!
No control of speeding vehicles of all sizes and all year long day and night makes it
dangerous for me and others to exit my driveway safely! The posted speed limit is 30
miles per hr on county road 30/trapping brook road for 3/4 mile each direction from my
location!
Being the last Burr living in Caneadea, I find this little village very enjoyable.
Done. Thank you!
Dump Pass Cost - Is too high!
Everyone is very helpful and kind. Thank you for this help.
For a mental challenge I have worked on 1000 piece puzzles during the winter and
covid crisis
For being one of the less busy and social activity countries I do believe we take care
of over communities very well. I used thewe when I should have used you. I love my
town and can't think of any other I'd rather live in. We have great churches with God
fearing preachers and community, carring school staff and leaders. People that care
and help their neighbors. Andover is the greatest.
free garbage pick-up more home health care aides with cars
Good Survey. Size and population of town determines available services. You could
open a question to radius.
Haskell Rd is a dead zone for internet wish we could get high speed internet
,affordable taxes
High taxes, and ridiculous regulations are the biggest obsticles at any age here. They
drive the youth away. The ones left feel hopeless. More park benches and senior
trips to the casino, cannot fix this.
Hope our city is more and more prosperous, better and better
I am 88 yrs. Live alone. Don't drive my daughter and son in law help me with what I
need.
I am very mobile, have no need to seek any support/help services, so have never
explored any auxiliary services. Sorry, I can't really answer some of these questions.
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I appreciate the survey - hope you get some useful information as aging is something
we all must face. Thank you!
I appreciated the help when my dad was living with us. You got me all kinds of help
for his needs. He passed away it was R. Love so you can take him off your mailing
list. We were so glad to be able to donate to you office his wheelchair and other things
for the elderly needs. Thank you
I can walk around Andover without fear, but I have to watch pot holes and sidewalks.
I chose to live in a rural area and know there may challenges in my future. So far
things have gone well for me. Office for the aged helped me keep my mother in law
with me as long as I could care for her. They were very helpful with services I needed
for her.
I feel I am probably more fortunate than most sr. citizens in my community: 1) two
children live very close by 2) home already "adapted" to senior living 3) I am able to
get around/cook/do laundry 4) Do not mind being "at home" during the pandemic lots to do -a general good outlook and happy attitude!
I gave my granddaughters information for the drawing as I do not want to give my own
personal information. If this is not allowed then it is ok that I not be entered in the
drawing.
I have lived here in Wellsville all my life and feel very blessed. My late husband and I
raised 4 children and they took advantage of Alfred State and Alfred University. We
also have a great hospital, with advantage of Mercy Flight when necessary. We could
use a department store but do have stores that have the necessities if needed. The
office of the aging does a great job. We are so lucky.
I have lived here since 1949- 72 years. And it is home, I have no desire to leave but
obsvity I will soon. I have worked, raised a family, lost a spouse, retired, but it's still
home, Thank you Allegany County! P.S. I never paid much attendance to spelling.
I have lived in Allegany County 47 years. I appreciate the rural setting. There have
been some isolated occassions that I used OFA services that were valuable. I have
participated in Growing Stronger senior exercise class for 10 years. Always active in
church. Like everyone else, I am anxious for covid initiated restrictions to be lifted and
be able again to meet socially or travel easily.
I love it here, the weather, the town, the people, yes. This is where I am.
I love living in Allegany. The people are the best. Thank you Ardent Solutions for all
you do in our community and I look forward to attending Growing Stronger exercise
classes as soon as Covid restrictions are lifted.
I love living in friendship but few or no doctors and not very many businesses.
I love living in this community and wish we could promote it for a retirement
community. It's a great place to live except for the lack of health care though I
appreciate and support our local hospital and it's affiliation with U of R. It's a great
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place to live - even in the winter! It seems to have a lot of support systems in place for
the aging even though I haven't been in need yet, thankfully. :)
I think alot of people in the middle income range have problems due to falling in
between quality for medicaid services or paying out of pocket. Depending on your
medicare program there's a high cost deductible that influences dental care and eye
care. We have to live primarily on our social security. Alot of people have no pensions
or savings! Also, I feel from talking to elders that they just don't understand how
programs work offered by the county. Many have no computer skills or a computer.
they are very lucky if they have family or friends to help them navigate the programs.
I think we have a great office for aging but need to have more of younger volunteer or
staff out in allegany to check on old seniors - not tell them to stop in at Belmont over
the phone. Now to try and find a env. to send this back.
I Think you should be asking what we visualize as ideal senior living. It isnt
subsidized, zero income, renovated store fronts with no outside space, parking or age
appropriate services. It isnt assisted living. Look at Florida and build affordable age
based housing with walkways and coffee shops and bocce or other recreation and
health clinics and other services here. We certainly have space!
I wish we had low cost/free internet available. I have to pay $79 a month for internet.
cost of cable tv is beyond my ability to pay.
I would have liked to have seen Not Sure as an option for at least the health care
questions. There were things that didn't apply to me that I have no idea what the
access is in our county.
I would like to see bus trips - possibly to sheas theater in Buffalo or BC/BS arena in
Rochester or other spots of interest.
I'd like to know if there are sites online I should be following to find local news, even
obituaries.
I'm basically happy with our community
Is it possible for the county to provide live music venues and seminars in our school?
It is too expensive to live in a poor county on a fixed income.
It was little long survey but I made it. I'm happy to live in Scio, Allegany County. USA
Many improvements, let our place better and better
Many people from age 65-86 (as I am now) can not afford iphones, computers, or
ipads, etc. - plus can we afford someone to teach us how to use them. OFA has most
all names of people this age. Why not print flyers of upcoming events (in large print!)
and have the p.o. deliver them to those who wish to be notified of current events for
us seniors? Everything is electronic and we older do not fall in to that category by any
means. Just a suggestion!
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Most residents are very nice! I have had alot of friends but most have passed on. I
really love living in Allegany County and hope to remain in area even after I have
passed away. I have alot of eye problems, skin cancer on lower eye lids (both), too
many surgeries, my eyes w/ after and I have trouble seeing or reading things. Thank
you for the survey
My daughter helped me to fill out this survey. She is my legal power of attorney. My
vision isn't very good. I wish there was a service that would do evaluations on my
ability to live safely in my own home.
My spouse is 6 years older and in good health but who knows what 5 years will bring.
We have a lot of lawn and a long drive way. Would be a challenge for me if his health
doesn’t allow him to continue taking care of it. I guess I could hire someone or move?
Helpful if there were readily available listing of vetted people for hire for lawn care,
plowing, home repair, gutter cleaning as well as home care.
Maybe a rating as to cost and quality like restaurants are rated sometimes. Major
effort to keep this updated!!
On internet. I still run. Would love to find a running group of my age range. Internet
? A central / internet source for listing of regular classes .. by location... cost eg:
Yoga... dancing.. fitness... art.. age friendly.. social support groups.. cooking club
etc.. with explanations of skill level/ age/ goals / cost
new to area
nice survey - great way to assess and evaluate services - glad to help - I own a salon
on main street Alfred - and plan on leaving "silver linings" newsletter on my work
station - please feel free to drop off newsletters - for distribution.
No department stores for shopping close by have to go outside of the county. Lost our
community dental services, community medical services getting bad, can't seem to
keep primary provider, no incentives to keep them here.
O for the A has been very helpful to me many times
Office of the Aging - Allegany County - services are very poor. They never want to
answer, when you call. I tried to get phone service through Mike Freeland, about Jan.
9th. He never did a thing, but give me the old "runaround" talk on the phone.
Perhaps there are lists of available activities but I do not know how to access such a
list
Real estate in Wellsville does not sell at a price that easily enables me to sell and
receive enough to make a more affordable. This is my biggest hurdle ever.
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Regarding cell phone and landline phone services. Since my husband who is a
veteran and has only 25% hearing, and myself who wears hearing aids, cannot
understand or hear very well on a regular phone have been provided with a cap
telephone which helps tremendously. My last bill from verizon has increased from $67
to $98 we need a cell phone booster to get a signal so we've decided to eliminate our
landline to be able to cover out expenses every month in order to pay for the booster.
There are no alternatives for us. Hearing loss is a disability noone seems to address.
Unless youve loss your hearing, you wouldn't understand how frustrating it is to
socialize and be a part of a group. Look into it yourself. Us hearing handicapped need
more information circulated to the hearing public as to how devastating it is to not be
able to participate in groups because of soft spoken people Not to put people down
because they truly don't realize our handicap. It isn't their fault, only ours for dealing
with this disability which no one can visably see. So we tend to isolate ourselves even
more. But out cap tel was very important to us.
Responses in some sections would have been different if "community" included more
than just Belmont.
Some answers may seem contradictory however it may be the context of the
question. Overall I prefer Allegany County over Buffalo any day! Grateful for Services
you do provide! Thank you
Some questions don't apply but a choice is not there (not available isn't the same
thing).
Thank you for contacting me - I am happy that many years ago I chose to leave an
urban area and moved to allegany county with a previous partner. I have since then
lived alone for many years. This ______ is an excellent idea - thank you for contacting
me - I have contacted OFA a few times - even to use one of the volunteers - that
worked out well!
Thank you for taking the time to gather this information.
Thank you for the "Office for the Aging"
Thank you for the opportunity to participate.
Thank YOU for this surbey.
Thank you!
Thanks for the opportunity. Hoping I'll hear about the fitness class in Cuba reopening. I'd also be interested in yoga geared towards elder considerations. Again,
Thank you.
The biggest problem I have is affordable help for lawn care. Either NA or excessive $
No one does any thing if one lives outside the village. Last year I had surgery and
could not drive for 3 months. No one considered the spring clean up problem & only
x1 did my garbage get taken to dump. If one lives for from relatives, forget it. Lawn
help is paramount but non-existenet as for a littler tree trim, forget it.
The County does a good job and they try hard. very good Office of Aging. thank you!
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The county legislators ignore this corner except at election time. Our local politicians
only focus on protecting/helping farmers. Both are commonly understood here.
The lady whose husband passed - who sang to us at firehall. So many thanks and
condolences. Thanks to all of you who work and have children at home especially at
this time of disaster. Be sure to give the hour of exercise and best food you can afford
so you can stay healthy in body and mind!!
The Office for the Aging is extremely helpful. So is the home health services.
This is a nice thing.
This is a small community but basic gathering places picnic areas and activities would
improve life!
This is the first home since I was growing up that I feel safe and very comfortable,
knowing noone will hurt me! Thank you!!
This survey does not address rural living areas - where is the community? The
closure of the "caneadea bridge" complicates travel - many extra miles.
This survey seems targeted to older adults with issues. If you want to look
comprehensively at the community, it would be nice to ask more questions about the
community as a whole, , not just services aimed at devices for people with problems.
Too much goes to Buffalo and the Bills. Allegany County is too often forgotten. We
don't have football or an expensive stadium. Do we really care if the Bills leave
Buffalo - No! That might mean more things for everyone else. Please clean up the
river in Belmont. The new bridge is nice but all the branches in the river look terrible.
Update seniors on latest scams going on Newsletters from OOA Raised bed
community garden
We look forward to attending events such as TRIAD, Sr Picnic, workshops held at
Crossroads, etc, once COVID restrictions are lifted. Appreciate all Office of the Aging
has done to help Sr.s get vaccine appointments.
We need local taxi or cab services increased. We need a newspaper for wellsville and
allegany county.
When I am not confined by the covid pandemic and find people are very friendly and
helpful as I go about the community. Also, places, i.e., bank, grocery store, etc. are
accessible. No hassle - living is great!
When my husband was alive, VNA was a wonderful services and OFA was helpful.
Now I am alone, with no family nearby, and I do wonder what will happen to me when
I can no longer drive. I am very vocal - if you would like any further information I would
be glad to help you. Alberta B. 607-545-6413
Wife, Beverly, is caregiver for Wilbur who has Alzheimer's disease. Having been in
the service he has the benefits offered by the VA - is fairly healthy physically. We are
blessed to have three children who satisfy any needs we cannot fulfill ourselves. God
is good!
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